In this paper, we present a component-based framework for analysis and design of routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks (MANET). This framework defines a common set of functional components for a MANET routing protocol under which a protocol can be designed and analyzed at the component basis. Each MANET routing protocol is designed and optimized to address the entire routing problem that consists of many dimensions. To tackle the significant challenges arising in mobile ad hoc wireless networks, each protocol is a complicated piece of software with many intertwined components. As a result, the protocol-based approach, which designs and analyzes each protocol as a whole to address each unique routing performance requirement, provides limited insight into key aspects of protocols. In addition, careful examination of existing protocols shows that many protocols share fundamentally the same mechanisms/algorithms for common functions in support of routing (perhaps with different minor optimization or fine-tuning to achieve specific performance improvements). These overlaps further increase the difficulties of protocol-based comparison and analysis. Finally, each attempt to design a new protocol to address new technical challenges might imply development of the entire routing function that in many cases duplicates past efforts and reproduces similar results at the component levels.

Many networks designed to support current or future Army operations are inherently MANET-type networks, for example the Future Combat Systems. To support dynamic routing in these MANETs operating over a wide spectrum of networking and environmental conditions, the protocol(s) needs to dynamically configure its routing strategies/mechanisms in response to either anticipated or unexpected shifts in these conditions. The required reconfiguration can exceed what any single adaptive protocol can achieve while maintaining satisfactory performance. The proposed component-based framework will enable us to design, optimize, and adapt each component in a protocol in
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response to diverse operating conditions and performance requirements. The component-based adaptation will incur significantly less disruption and degradation than an approach based on switching of the entire protocol. For example, we can adapt route discovery in response to the changes in network connectivity (from sparse to dense) instead of switching from one protocol to the other (for example, AODV to DSR).

To establish the component-based framework, we first define a set of common function components necessary to support the routing function in MANETs. These building blocks for routing include Route Information Representation, Route Determination/Selection, Packet Forwarding, Neighbor Discovery and Maintenance, Route Information Initialization, Dynamic Route Management, Failure Response, and Route Discovery. For each component, we characterize the space of possible mechanisms/algorithms to support its designated functions. Note that this component-based characterization of protocols leads to a rich taxonomy that is much distinct from the popular proactive-versus-reactive (or on-demand) taxonomy. In fact, we can show that the popular twofold model (even with the so-called hybrid protocols) encompasses only a small subset of all possible designs for MANET routing defined by the proposed framework. To illustrate how each component can be characterized to define a complete routing protocol, we present mappings of four existing protocols, including AODV, DSR, OLSR, and TBRPF, to their corresponding component-based definitions. Based on the mappings, we compare and contrast these four protocols at the component-level basis.

As an initial effort toward the complete component-based protocol designs, we present results on designs of two components: the Route Information Initialization and the Dynamic Route Management. We demonstrate that by redesigning these components we can potentially achieve performance improvements and much richer behaviors for existing protocol designs. We accomplish this task by taking two existing on-demand protocols, AODV and DSR, and redefining the two selected components for each protocol. The resulting “protocols” represent a large class of protocol designs that is inherently traffic-dependent and is both on-demand and proactive (or neither in a “pure classification”). For instance, considering the dynamic route management component, an implementation that uses a static time-out period $T$ (after which a discovered route expires) would not be able to perform well under varying traffic conditions. A shorter $T$ results in larger overhead due to more frequent route discovery activity whereas a larger $T$ results in extra delay (incurred when new traffic to a destination arrives and no route is cached due to traffic being idle for a time interval longer than the time-out period $T$). We present in this paper one alternative implementation for this component that achieves a good tradeoff between control overhead and packet delivery delay. We realize that any attempt to decompose complex software like routing protocols will lead to unavoidable loss of generality. Poor definition of components and their interface can also result in possible performance degradation. However, we believe that the benefits of proper functional decomposition will outweigh these drawbacks.\(^3\)
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